THE RAYMOND WILLIAMS RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS, 1986-2012

	An initial approach from Jeremy Seabrook in Spring, 1986, following publication of his book A World Still to Win: the Reconstruction of the Post-War Working Class with Trevor Blackwell, led to a weekend school at Wedgwood Memorial College  (WMC) April 18/20 1986. It was attended by about twenty people, from local WEA branches and from several Bedfordshire WEA branches. Everyone who came felt it to be a success and a decision was taken to try and make these schools an annual event.


	Subsequent schools were held in 1987 and 88 (no details of these). Raymond Williams died at the age of 66 in January 1988.    Mary Joannou was immediately in touch with Derek Tatton at WMC, Barlaston, North Staffs. suggesting a tree planting in the WMC gardens in Williams’ memory.  An appeal for donations was started by Mary in Cambridge and within weeks it was clear that more money would be raised than needed for a tree.  The May 1988 WEA residential weekend was dedicated to Williams’ memory and it was agreed that monies being collected would provide a tree and a bench with any surplus used to set up a fund which would help disadvantaged adult students attend subsequent annual residential courses on themes from Williams’ work.   By August 1988 the Raymond Williams Memorial Fund had been established with these aims.



	The 1989 school was held on the weekend of March 17/19; tutors included Raphael Samuel from Ruskin College who spoke on Williams and history, David Lusted of the BFI and Graham Martin from the OU on the interaction between social history and Williams’ own life story, as shown in his novel Border Country. On the Saturday afternoon, in the teeth of a bitter wind and driving rain, about thirty people attended the tree-planting ceremony in the college garden. At a subsequent meeting, a draft constitution was adopted for what became the Raymond Williams Memorial Fund.


	In subsequent years, the Wedgwood schools attracted a growing number of students, frequently drawn from WEA members but also from those hitherto uninvolved with adult education. Principle tutors at the 1990 school were Christopher and Bridget Hill, who developed the theme of revolution as raised by Williams’ Long Revolution. For the first time, money from the Memorial Fund was made available to provide bursaries for unemployed, unwaged or first-time attending students. In 1991, culture, nations and national identity were discussed by Dafydd Elis Thomas, then a MP and leader of Plaid Cymru, and, pursuing the themes of locality and community, members of a near-by ex-mining town talked about the community play which they had written and produced, commemorating the life of a local woman, Fanny Deakin.


	The 1992 school focussed on Williams’ book Towards 2000 and its prescient examination of relations between economic production and ecological damage.  This year saw an innovation in the structure of the school, because it began with a special lecture at Keele University given by Professor Terry Eagleton, whose most recent book, Ideology, revisited many of Williams’ themes and Eagleton addressed these with an up-dated review of Towards 2000.       Seminars went on to discuss issues of gender, technology and the politics of post-industrial society.


	The Keynote lecture format had proved highly popular – about sixty people had attended the Eagleton lecture – and it was decided to continue with it whenever possible in subsequent years. The 1993 school again focused on nationalism and cultural identity, and this time the lecture of that title was given by Professor Stuart Hall of the OU. Other speakers discussed Polish and Eastern European nationalism (Andrew Dobraszczyc), and that of the Indian sub-continent (Parita Mukta of the University of Staffordshire). Bob Fryer, Principal of Northern College, led a session on Adult Education, and Chris Prendergast, Professor of French and Comparative Literature at CUNY Graduate Centre, New York, talked about nation, community and modernity.


	The following year’s theme was Class and History. The keynote lecture was given by Dorothy Thompson, historian of Chartism, who talked about the circumstances in which popular movements succeed and fail. These themes were also pursued by Andy Croft of Leeds University Adult and Continuing Education Department, who spoke on working class writing in the 1930’s and ‘40’s. This lead to a fascinating discussion on various writers – some well-known, other virtually forgotten. At this school, Fred Inglis from the University of Warwick talked about his forthcoming biography of Raymond Williams, and of the issues and problems involved in the writing of biographies.


	Student numbers at the various schools continued to s rise through the ‘90’s, though by 1994 there was a core of regular attenders who came back from year to year. Mostly, they were drawn from WEA branches in various parts of the country and from those who had attended other events at Wedgwood College. From 1996 until 2001, there were regular groups of mostly mature students from the Politics Department of Luton University. Money was used from the RW Memorial Fund to offer a subsidised fee for these and other students.The 1996 School continued the tradition of an initial keynote lecture, this time with Anthony Barnett of Charter 88 talking on Democracy after the Cold War. That was followed up with contributions from Ralph Ruddock of Manchester University on Democracy and Learning, Owen Granfield of the GMB Union on Democracy at Work, and Monty Johnstone on Lenin, Democracy and the Russian Revolution.


(Gap here – no information on 1995, 97/8/9/2000/01/02 schools)

The 2003 School commemorated the WEA’s centenary  by looking at the life and work of Richard Tawney with the keynote lecture on Tawney given by Roy Hattersley and sessions on G. D. H. Cole (Tony Dennis), Women and Women’s Education in the WEA (Zoe Mumby) and changes and developments in the WEA (Derek Tatton). It was felt that the resilience of the WEA after a hundred years was demonstrated by its ability to host events like these schools at a time when residential schools in social and political subjects were becoming rare.

	The School in May 2004 looked at the highly contemporary issue of globalisation – what it might be, if it really exists, if so what its consequences might be for issues like welfare provision and cultural identities. Roger Seifert, Peter Lawrence, Jane Krishnadas and Dave Lidden of Keele University talked respectively on neoliberalism and the end of the welfare state, on economic perspectives on globalisation, its impact on identities, religious and otherwise and its consequences for child labour.  Philip Whitehead, East Midlands MEP, former Westminster MP and TV producer lead a discussion on the EU and globalisation. The focus then shifted to the impact of globalisation on specific cultural areas: Derek Tatton talked about changes in football (‘From Working Class game to Global Capitalist Enterprise’).


	The title, Democracy Old and New, of the seventeenth School in May 2005 revisited one of Williams’ recurring themes – that of the meaning, nature and future prospects of democracy. Williams had written in Towards 2000 that ‘many people – some reluctantly, some cynically – are now losing faith in or actually rejecting democracy’. It was felt that experiences since 1997, and in particular events surrounding the invasion of Iraq, had given particular point to this observation. Different speakers, including Robert Colls from Leicester University, David Stewart from Berwick Trades Council, Karen Ford, Peter Good and Chad Goodwin of the Thomas Paine Society, looked at different aspects of democracy – was there a place for direct as well as representative democracy, how might it be applied in the workplace, what might be the meaning and implications of global democracy?


	The School in May 2006 returned to another of Williams’ themes – that of lifelong learning. By now, it was apparent to those who had attended a number of schools that we were reprising subject areas that had been discussed in earlier sessions. There were good reasons for this, as the topics could hardly be said to lose their importance however many times they were discussed, and it is an indication of Williams’ prescience that themes which he raised in the ‘60’s had often become more urgent and topical in the time since his death. It did nevertheless raise questions of how the topics should be approached – were there new aspects that had not been apparent when Williams was writing, or perhaps even when  discussions had taken place at earlier schools? And were there new ways in which familiar topics could be presented?  The 2006 School tried to engage with some of these issues; Sue Jackson of Birkbeck College explored some of the implications of lifelong learning – what did it mean? Who was it directed at? What influence might it have, and on whom and what? These same themes were taken up by Zoe Munby and Louise Williams of the WEA, and in a later session by Janet Dann and Keith Chandler from ARCA, the co-ordinating organisation of adult residential colleges. Another session looked at the experiences of Scandinavian Study Circles and Folk High Schools, and on the Sunday morning Granville Williams of the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom talked about the Media, Education and Culture. This session ended with a discussion about the potential for the use of new media for education; did the OU’s experience with distance learning offer lessons for what could be done, and how might the internet be used in distance learning?


	Borders – between countries, between social classes, in our own heads – were one of Williams’ regular themes, and the 2007 School heard from Raymond’s daughter Merryn on their significance in his work. This was followed by a session from Andrew Dobson of Keele University on the implications of green political thought, significantly entitled Borders are Outdated. Subsequent sessions returned to the theme of new media and its possible influences, and on the Sunday morning Ian McKeane of the Institute of Irish Studies at Liverpool University talked about the influence of borders, real and symbolic, for Irish culture.


	The May 2008 School returned to some themes from Williams’ last book, Resources of Hope, published in the year after his death. This time, the Friday evening keynote lecture format was revived, once again with Terry Eagleton speaking on Williams’ essay Culture is Ordinary, first published in 1958 and, as with so much of Williams’ work, sounding amazingly relevant and contemporary. Further sessions were taken by Andrew Dobson and Karen Hunt from Keele University (Socialism and Ecology and Women, Old labour and New Social Movements). Next day, Mark Fisher, MP for Stoke Central and former Arts Minister lead a session on The State, Arts and Architecture.


	The publication of an updated version of Williams’ Keywords provided the theme for the 21st School in May 2009. Mark Fisher returned with a session on democracy and representation, and  Dai Smith, author of the biography of Williams: Raymond Williams – A Warrior’s Tale (2008) talked about some issues involved in biographical writing. The theme of culture and meaning – in both literature and fine art – formed the themes of the remainder of the weekend. Catherine Belsey, Chair of the Centre for Critical and Cultural Theory, Cardiff University, talked on realism and anti-naturalism in literature with particular reference to the work of Bertold Brecht, and Erica Brook, in a session called Unweaving the Rainbow, illustrated some of the underlying debates about perspective and technique in painting.


	The 2010 and 2011 Schools took place against a sombre background in which the future of Wedgwood Memorial College was in doubt. The 2010 keynote session was delivered by Mike Rustin of the University of East London, who focused on Williams’ thoughts on the environment – significantly, Williams had been thinking and writing about environmental issues many years before they featured in mainstream political debate. The subsequent discussion, involving Malcolm Pittock and Tony Dennis among others, ranged wide over issues of political strategy and perspective as well as those of the environment, and in some ways reflected the breadth of Williams’ interests.  Subsequent sessions revisited issues of democracy and the media with Chad Goodwin and Granville Williams, and gender equality with Eileen Elkin.


                             (No information about the 2011 school).

	Following the sudden closure of WMC in Autumn 2011, the RW Schools have taken on a certain peripatetic aspect. A successful weekend was help at Wortley Hall, Barnsley, in May 2012, and again at the Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool, in November. Numbers held up well on both these occasions. There is ongoing debate on whether the Schools should seek to locate themselves at one place, as was the case with WMC, or whether a number of events should be on offer at different times and places.


	How to sum up the overall experience of the RW schools over more than twenty five years? One way is to record the crucial role of Derek Tatton as Warden of WMC between 1979 and 2003 and Course Co-Ordinator of the Schools throughout their existence.  Without Derek’s efforts, the Schools would neither have happened in the first place nor survived over this length of time – that much is evident. Another is to acknowledge the loyalty and commitment of those WEA and other students who have attended over the years, some of them travelling long distances to be there. Again, without them, there would have been no schools. Numbers have grown throughout the period – from around twenty at the earliest schools, through to more than forty five at the most recent ones.


Throughout the period of the Schools the RWM Trust (now the RW Foundation) has gone from strength to strength. About £8k was raised following the initial appeal for funds in 1988, and that has been greatly enhanced by subsequent donations and crucially from Dudley Pretty’s bequest.  Dudley, a regular attender at WMC and a student at several of the schools, left his whole estate including the proceeds of the sale of his bungalow to the RWMF on his death in 2003.       This was an enormous boost to a relatively modest Fund and from 2008 the much enlarged RWFoundation has helped to ensure a future for the annual RW School, no matter where it might take place.
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